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The Science 



~68% of energy is “dark energy” 

~27% of matter is “dark matter” 

All of what we know makes up 
Only about 5% of the universe.  

We have some ideas but no  
proof of what this is! 

We got no clue what this is. 

The Universe is a strange place! 
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To study Dark 
Matter we need to 

create it in the 
laboratory 

Mont Blanc 

Lake Geneva 

ALICE 

ATLAS 

LHCb 

CMS 
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Four experimental collaborations: 
ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, ALICE 





•  27 km in circumference 
•  Colliding protons on protons at energies of 7,8,13,14TeV 
•  2808 bunches colliding every 25ns  
    with ~115 billion protons per bunch 
•  Beam size ~30cm in Z and ~30micron transverse 
•  Proton = composite object 
     => Gluons & quarks collide => pZ of Restframe unknown 

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) 



“Big bang” in the laboratory 
•  We gain insight by colliding particles at the highest 

energies possible to measure: 
–  Production rates 
–  Masses & lifetimes 
–  Decay rates 

•  From this we derive the “spectroscopy” as well as the 
“dynamics” of elementary particles. 

•  Progress is made by going to higher energies and 
brighter beams. 
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Explore Nature over ~13 Orders of magnitude 
Perfect agreement between Theory & Experiment 
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Dark Matter expected 
somewhere below this line. 
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And for the Sci-Fi Buffs … 
Imagine our 3D world to be 
confined to a 3D surface in 
a 4D universe.  

Imagine this surface to be  
curved such that the 4th D 
distance is short for locations 
light years away in 3D. 

Imagine space travel by 
tunneling through the 4th D. 

The LHC is searching for evidence of a 4th dimension of space. 
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Recap so far … 

•  During 2010-12 data taking period, the beams crossed 
in the ATLAS and CMS detectors at a rate of 20MHz 

•  Each crossing contained ~10 collisions 
•  We were looking for rare events that are expected to 

occur in roughly 1/10000000000000 collisions, or less. 
•  We are now starting our 2nd running period (2015-18) 

with crossing beams at 40MHz and ~30 collisions per 
crossing. 
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Software & Computing 
Challenges 



The CMS Experiment 



The CMS Experiment 
•  80 Million electronic channels 

x 4 bytes 
x 40MHz 
----------------------- 
~ 10 Petabytes/sec of information 
x 1/1000 zero-suppression 
x 1/100,000  online event filtering 
------------------------ 
~ 100-1000 Megabytes/sec raw data to tape 
1 to 10 Petabytes of raw data per year 
written to tape, not counting simulations. 

•  2000 Scientists (1200 Ph.D. in physics) 
–  ~ 180 Institutions 
–  ~ 40 countries 

•  12,500 tons, 21m long, 16m diameter person: 
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Example of an interesting Event 
Higgs to γγ candidate 
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Zoomed in R-Z view of a busy event 

Yellow dots indicate individual collisions, all during the same beam crossing. 
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Active Scientists in CMS 

In Figure 9, the Tier-2 CPU planning, broken down into all contributing workflows, and 
the corresponding measured CPU utilization are overlapped, showing a good overall 
agreement; the Tier-2 CPU pledge is explicitly shown (orange line). It should be noted 
that the utilization curve (in red) does not include the CERN contribution (used as 
analysis facility since LS1). The slight deficit in pledge utilization at Tier-2 centers since 
in the first half of 2013 are mainly due to the lack of simulation requests, yet the level of 
Tier-2 usage for data analysis stayed high after the end of LHC Run 1.

The Tier-2 sites continue to be very successfully used for analysis and have been the 
primary analysis resource. The number of individual submitters per week submitting 
jobs to the Tier-2 sites with the CMS CRAB tool is shown in Figure 10. The main dips 
are explained by the CERN Christmas breaks, while the main peaks appear during 
preparation periods for summer and winter conferences.

Figure 10: Individual analysis submitters per week to the grid from Sep. 2009 to Aug. 2013.

The average total number of individual submitters per month since the begging of 2013 
reaches 540, which means in a typical 30-day period days around 18% of the 
collaboration has submitted a grid job. This is only a 10% decrease in number of active 
users compared to the LHC running period, showing the user activity on the distributed 
GRID facilities is largely decoupled from the actual data taking. 

The average number of job slots used at Tier-2 sites since the beginning of 2013 was of 
37 K, as shown on the left hand side of Figure 11. This is a 12% increase compared to 
2012, however given the 23% pledge increase at the same time, the overall pledge 
utilization so far in 2013 has been smaller than in 2012, as confirmed by Figure 8. The 
right hand side of Figure 11 shows the completed analysis jobs at Tier-2 in the first half 
of 2013, with a measured average of ~1.4 M jobs per week (200 K jobs per day).

8

5-40% of the scientific 
members are actively doing 
large scale data analysis in 

any given week. 

~1/4 of the collaboration, 
scientists and engineers, 

contributed to the common  
source code of ~3.6M C++ SLOC. 
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Evolution of LHC Science Program 

150Hz 1000Hz 10000Hz 
Event Rate written to tape 

LHC Roadmap

September 3, 2013.

Lint~75-100 fb-1

• Physics case

• Upgrade detector design
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The Challenge 
How do we organize the processing of 10’s to 1000’s of  
Petabytes of data by a globally distributed community  

of scientists, and do so with manageable “change costs”  
for ~ 35 years (2005-2040) ?   

Guiding Principles for Solutions 
Chose technical solutions that allow  

computing resources as distributed as human resources. 
Support distributed ownership and control,  

within a global single sign-on security context. 
Design for heterogeneity and adaptability. 
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Present Solutions 



Principles of Collaboration 

•  Each collaboration shares responsibility for: 
– construction & maintenance of the detector 
– creation of all primary data samples 
–  review of all results prior to making them public in 

any way shape or form 
•  Each collaboration fiercely competes within for 

any physics results derived from the primary 
data samples. 
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Competition & Computing 

•  In addition to shared resources, groups within 
also have private resources … 

•  … and produce private data … 
•  … that needs to be stored & analyzed in groups 

ranging from individual scientists to groups of 
10’s of collaborators. 

•  ~ 1000 published papers so far were typically 
based on 4 - 400TB of private data per paper. 
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Software “Performance” 
•  Production of the shared data is heavily CPU limited 

–  dominated by pattern recognition 
–  likely to benefit from Many-core architectures in the future. 

•  Production of private data still often CPU limited 
–  public data optimized for size and versatility, thus requiring 

unpacking & non-negligible computations 
•  Analysis of private data tends to be IO limited 

–  mostly fast filters to make plots and tables 
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Wide range of application requirements! 



Federation of National Infrastructures. In the U.S.A.: Open Science Grid  
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Among the top 500 supercomputers 
there are only two that are bigger when 

measured by power consumption. 
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Tier-3 Centers 
•  Locally controlled resources not pledged to any of 

the 4 collaborations. 
–  Large clusters at major research Universities that are time 

shared. 
–  Small clusters inside departments and individual research 

groups. 
•  Requires global sign-on system to be open for 

dynamically adding resources. 
–  Easy to support APIs 
–  Easy to work around unsupported APIs 
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Me -- My friends -- The grid/cloud 

O(104) Users 

O(102-3) Sites 

O(101-2) VOs 

Thin client 

Thin “Grid API” 

Thick VO 
Middleware 
& Support 

Me 

My friends 

The anonymous 
Grid or Cloud 

Domain science specific Common to all sciences 
and industry 
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Example “My Friends” Services 

•  Dynamic Resource provisioning 
•  Workload management 

– schedule resource, establish runtime 
environment, execute workload, handle 
results, clean up 

•  Data distribution and access 
–  Input, output, and relevant metadata 

•  File catalogue 
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Optimize Data Structure for 
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frac_read
Entries  6932521
Mean   0.3814
RMS    0.3401
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For half the files less than 8.5% of a file is read. 

8.5% 

Overflow bin 
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median at 
Statistics on 23M files   

read via the WAN 
Jan. 2012 – Feb. 2014 

12 Petabytes read in total. 



Future Solutions 



From present to future 
•  Initially, we operated a largely static system. 

–  Data was placed quasi-static before it can be analyzed. 
–  Analysis centers have contractual agreements with the collaboration. 
–  All reconstruction is done at centers with custodial archives. 

•  Increasingly, we have too much data to afford this. 
–  Dynamic data placement 

•  Data is placed at T2s based on job backlog in global queues. 
–  WAN access: ”Any Data, Anytime, Anywhere” 

•  Jobs start on same continent as data instead of the same cluster as data. 
•  data is cached on local cluster while its read via the WAN 

–  Dynamic creation of data processing centers 
•  Elastic scale out to support peak needs 
•  Agile use/sharing of more diverse set of resources 
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Any Data, Anytime, Anywhere 

Site A Site B Site C

Global Xrootd 
Redirector

Xrootd Xrootd Xrootd

Lustre Storage Hadoop Storage dCache Storage

User 
Application Q: Open /store/foo

A: Check Site A

Q: Open /store/foo
A: Success!

Cmsd Cmsd Cmsd

Xrootd Cmsd

Global redirection system to unify all CMS data  
into one globally accessible namespace. 

Is made possible by paying careful attention to IO layer 
to avoid inefficiencies due to IO related latencies. 
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Tape Archive!
@ FNAL!

Tier-2 Centers!
@ OSG!

Steady State!
Processing!

@ FNAL!

Peak!
Processing!

@ SDSC!

Cloud and/or OSG!
Resources!

Simulated!

Data!

Vision going forward 

or @ AWS 
or @ …. 
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Summary & Conclusions 

•  Guided by the principles: 
–  Support distributed ownership and control in a global 

single sign-on security context. 
–  Design for heterogeneity and adaptability 
–  submit locally & compute globally 

•  The LHC experiments very successfully implemented 
a globally distributed cyberinfrastructure to deal with 
their BigData. 

•  Looking towards the future, this originally largely static 
system is becoming more agile and more elastic. 
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